Regulations for Events classified as Super Randonnée (SR)
(to be read in conjunction with Regulations for all events)
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Super Randonnée events are Permanents of 600 km., with over 10,000 metres of
ascent.
Routes should be no more than 619 km in length and are considered to be mandatory.
They may entered and ridden at either:
Randonneur standard with a time limit of 60 hours or as
Tourist with a minimum distance of 75 km per day.
The two standards are not interchangeable.
SR events are not brevets and may not be ridden in conjunction with any event, nor may
they be counted as a brevet towards any awards.
Each rider must contact the organizer and send the registration fee at least 30 days before
the intended ride. The riders can cancel their registration by sending back their SR card.
A card is valid until the participant has started. If he or she starts and abandons, the card is
no longer valid for another attempt.
In the Randonneur option, riders must declare a starting date and time at registration. It is
possible to change the date and time after registration by informing the organizer of the
new date and time, but only up to at least a week before the start.
In the Tourist option, riders do not have to specify a start date. However, if they plan to
start from another point than the official starting point, they must notify the organizer of
their starting point.
Riders are provided by the organiser with a frame badge, an SR card, and a routesheet.
Each rider must be self-sufficient. Support vehicles, even occasionally, are totally
forbidden, on the course and at the control locations.
Riders who have registered as Randonneurs must start from the official starting point. As
Tourists, they can choose any other starting point on the cue sheet.
Proof of passage at controls is by photo of the bike (with or without rider) at control
locations specified by the organizer. The rider must not in their SR card the date and time
of passage. Where facilities exist the photo can be replaced by an ink stamp in the card
provided this includes the control location.
After the ride, participants must return their SR card to the organizer, together with the
required pictures. The pictures can be sent as electronic files.
The SR card will be returned to the rider after it has been verified and a homologation
number has been assigned.

